At present Beacon Fell Visitor centre and toilets remain closed. As LCC property, they will be reopened as LCC
secure safe systems to do so. We hope this will be soon. At the moment our dates below are suggested.
Beacon Fell Adventures have completed the appropriate risk assessments and policy changes to ensure our
activities and practice comply with current guidelines (regularly updated in line with changing guidance). Due to
the uncertainty there will be some activities which are not yet possible. We reserve the right to adapt, change or
cancel events or activities to ensure public safety.
If you are suffering from symptoms associated with Coronavirus, please do not attend any events or activities with
us. We will be taking personal details for our own track and trace system. This data will not be shared with any
other parties.

Little Green Frogs Toddler Group is on every Monday 10-11.30am.
We hope to resume on 7th September. We are an outdoor toddler group
spending most of our time out on the fell doing all sorts of different things
from bird spotting, minibeast hunting, den building, mud art, sculpture
walks and of course stories, song and crafts. We aim to be outdoors for
the whole session.
PARTY TIME
We can provide outdoor parties,
on a range of themes. Based in the
forest fresh air with oodles of
space.
Adventures, den building,
challenges, forest games and
more. Contact us for more details.

Home Education Session
We aim to run our sessions
from September. We can run
bespoke sessions, award
courses or pay as you go
educational activities.
Sessions will be outdoors.
Please contact us for further
details.

FAMILY EVENTS- We hope to be able to provide these events on these suggested dates:
Saturday 24th October Family Cook out Event- Family fun, build a fire, cook and eat your
own tea- instruction and all equipment/ food provided.
Friday 30th and Saturday 31st October- Halloween- Come into the woods to make
broomsticks, whittle a wand, create a potion and find the magical clues.
Saturday 5th and Sunday 6th December- Christmas Fair at Beacon Fell-, a family Forest
Christmas Trail and a walk to the summit with Father Christmas.
Booking details for these events will be posted on our website and facebook page.

